
 
Audition and Casting Procedures 

 
The Audition  

The audition consists of acting, singing and in some cases dancing. Every effort is made to help the 
auditioner relax. The audition is graded on a 1–10 basis. A score of 5 is needed to vocally qualify for 
the play. Less then a five indicates the auditioner could not stay on pitch. It is not necessarily an 
indication of vocal quality. If an auditioner scores low on vocals, but does a good job on the acting 
audition, they can be asked back for a second vocal audition to make sure nervousness was not 
responsible for the low score. An actor must be able to stay on pitch because the audience will always 
hear an off-pitch singer. The 1–10 scale is coded so that if an auditioner inadvertently sees his/her 
score, it is meaningless. 
 
The acting audition consists of two parts: a reading and an improvisation. The reading relaxes the 
auditioner and demonstrates speech quality. The improvisation is also relaxing and demonstrates 
acting ability. A minimum score of 5 in both vocals and acting is usually required to be considered for 
a role. Higher scores reflect greater demonstrated acting and singing talent. A score of 7 or above 
indicates lead role potential, although auditioners with lower scores can occasionally be cast in 
leading roles. 
 
Your ability to learn choreography may also be tested at the first audition and/or callback.  
 
The Callback 

Not all potential cast members are called back, not even leads. The first audition frequently gives us 
all the info needed for casting. The callback, if needed, is a more involved audition. Some auditioners 
will be asked to sing from the musical score. Since this is a musical, singing and dancing are 
important. A great voice is not required to be cast in the play. The auditioner should, however, 
demonstrate the ability to sing on pitch.  
 
The acting part of callbacks involves reading from the script. Auditioners are grouped by the part they 
are being considered for. The final cast selection is based on scores, how the auditioned relates to 
their character and how they match up with other potential cast members. 
 
No Favoritism Is Involved  

We could not produce the best possible play if we didn’t select the best actor for every part.
Sometimes an actor auditions well but does not really fit into a particular part.  
WISP final casting is always based on the audition, not reputation. 
 
The Rehearsal Commitment 

We expect cast members to attend every rehearsal they are scheduled for. The only exceptions are 
those listed as conflicts on the audition forms, true emergencies, sickness or absences approved, in 
advance, by the directors.  


